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Abstract
The radially outward flow of fluid through a porous medium occurs in many practical problems, from
transport across vascular walls to the pressurisation of boreholes in the subsurface. When the driving pres-
sure is non-negligible relative to the stiffness of the solid structure, the poromechanical coupling between
the fluid and the solid can control both the steady-state and the transient mechanics of the system. Very
large pressures or very soft materials lead to large deformations of the solid skeleton, which introduce kine-
matic and constitutive nonlinearity that can have a nontrivial impact on these mechanics. Here, we study
the transient response of a poroelastic cylinder to sudden fluid injection. We consider the impacts of kine-
matic and constitutive nonlinearity, both separately and in combination, and we highlight the central role of
driving method in the evolution of the response. We show that the various facets of nonlinearity may either
accelerate or decelerate the transient response relative to linear poroelasticity, depending on the boundary
conditions and the initial geometry, and that an imposed fluid pressure leads to a much faster response than
an imposed fluid flux.
∗ christopher.macminn@eng.ox.ac.uk
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I. INTRODUCTION
Radial flow of fluid through a porous material plays a key role in many practical problems
in, for example, geomechanics, biophysics, and filtration. Scenarios involving large injection
pressures, soft materials, or thin structures may result in large deformations that introduce both
kinematic and constitutive nonlinearity. This nonlinearity can have nontrivial impacts on both the
steady-state and the transient mechanics of the system. Here, we consider these impacts in the
context of a model problem: The response of a poroelastic cylinder to sudden, radially outward
fluid injection. We previously derived the general nonlinear model for this problem under the
assumption of incompressible constituents, and we used this model to study the deformation at
steady state [1]. Specifically, we investigated the impact of geometry, permeability law, and outer
boundary condition for classical linear poroelasticity, fully nonlinear poroelasticity, and an inter-
mediate model. We now use the same model to study the transient evolution of the deformation.
The transient evolution is particularly important in biomedical applications because these systems
are inherently transient, as with the periodic pressure pulses in vascular flows, and in geophysical
applications where the primary interest is in the time needed for a certain amount of consolidation
or pressure dissipation to occur.
The transient aspects of large-deformation poroelasticity have been considered in some detail
in a rectilinear (uni-axial) geometry in the context of fluid injection [2, 3], forced infiltration [4,
5], and transmural flow [6]. For example, MacMinn et al. [2] considered the effect of constant
versus deformation-dependent permeability in a model problem where the deformation is strictly
compressive, showing that deformation-dependent permeability can greatly increase the evolution
timescale (slow the response) relative to constant permeability.
The radial geometry has attracted interest in a range of contexts, including biomedical applica-
tions such as subcutaneous injections and flow through arterial walls [e.g, 7, 8] and geophysical
applications such as borehole pressurisation or consolidation following pile driving [e.g, 9, 10].
For scenarios involving small deformations, it is appropriate to use classical linear poroelasticity;
this leads to a linear partial differential equation (PDE) that can be solved analytically via various
classical methods. Kenyon [11] and Jayaraman [8] considered fluid flow across arterial walls, in
which the artery is modelled as a soft porous cylinder with a time-dependent inner fluid pressure
and a constrained outer boundary. Kenyon [11] considered the transient response to a step change
in the inner pressure and used a Laplace transform to derive an approximate solution for small
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times. Jayaraman [8] considered the transient response to an oscillatory inner fluid pressure, us-
ing normal modes to derive approximate long-time solutions for low- and high-frequency driving.
Randolph and Wroth [9] considered consolidation after pile-driving, in which the insertion of the
pile leads to locally elevated pore pressure that subsequently dissipates. They modelled the relax-
ation of the soil around the cylindrical pile, treating the pile as a rigid and impermeable boundary
from which the soil could not separate and assuming that pore pressure was only perturbed from
its initial value in a finite region around the pile. They used separation of variables to derive a so-
lution in terms of an infinite series of Bessel functions. Jana [12] considered elastic deformations
about a cylindrical cavity in an infinite medium, deriving solutions via Fourier Series and Laplace
Transforms. Similarly, Detournay and Cheng [13] considered relaxation around an excavated or
pressurised borehole by modelling the borehole as a cylindrical cavity in an infinite domain, with
various modes of loading at the interface. They applied a Laplace transform in time, solved the
spatial problem in terms of modified Bessel functions, and then inverted the Laplace transform
numerically. Rice and Cleary [10] considered the internal pressurisation of annular rock speci-
mens, modelling these as unconstrained cylinders in plane strain. They solved this problem using
complex variables, deriving an approximate solution for small times and a complete solution for
the limiting case of a semi-infinite domain.
The introduction of nonlinearity leads to a problem that is less analytically tractable. Barry and
Aldis [14] and Barry and Mercer [15] accounted partially for large deformations by including mov-
ing boundaries and deformation-dependent permeability in a model that was otherwise linearised.
Barry and Aldis [14] considered a similar model for a constrained cylinder, using perturbation
methods to derive approximate solutions for small times and for slow compression rates. Barry
and Mercer [15] again used a similar model to study constrained and unconstrained cylinders and
develop approximate solutions for small times.
These previous works have considered a wide range of applications and model problems, but
a systematic exploration of the transient mechanics of poroelastic cylinders is still lacking. Here,
we consider axisymmetric deformations due to sudden fluid injection into the inner cavity of a
poroelastic cylinder in plane strain, again assuming incompressible constituents [1]. We define the
general parameter space and explore the effects of geometry, outer boundary condition, and driving
method (fixed pressure difference or fixed flow rate), as well as the impact of large deformations,
on the transient response. For classical linear poroelasticity, we use separation of variables and
Sturm-Liouville theory to derive analytical solutions for the fixed-flowrate problem in terms of an
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infinite series of Bessel and Struve functions. We solve the various nonlinear problems numeri-
cally using the method of lines with Chebyshev spectral collocation [16], a natural extension of
the pseudospectral method used in Auton and MacMinn [1]. We examine the transient evolution
of the deformation and show that the evolution timescale exhibits a complex dependence on ge-
ometry, boundary conditions, and driving method, even for linear poroelasticity. For the range of
cases considered here, nonlinear elasticity has a much smaller impact on the evolution timescale
than nonlinear kinematics, deformation-dependent permeability, or the other factors mentioned
previously.
II. MODEL PROBLEM
We consider radially outward fluid injection into a poroelastic cylinder from a line source,
which is characterised by either a fixed pressure difference or a fixed flow rate. We consider two
distinct outer boundary conditions on the cylinder: Fixed radial effective stress (Figure 1, left) and
zero displacement (Figure 1, right).
A. Summary of Theory
We now summarise the model in dimensionless form, denoting dimensional quantities with a
tilde. For the full derivation of the axisymmetric problem in dimensional form, see Auton and
MacMinn [1]. For a full three-dimensional presentation, see MacMinn et al. [2].
1. Scaling
To write the model in dimensionless form, we adopt characteristic scales for length, stress/pressure,
time, and permeability. We take the dimensional initial outer radius b˜0 to be the characteristic
length scale and the p-wave (oedometric) modulus M˜ to be the characteristic stress/pressure
scale, and we adopt the classical poroelastic timescale T˜pe := b˜20µ˜/k˜0M˜, where µ˜ is the dynamic
viscosity of fluid and k˜0 is the characteristic permeability scale. We model fluid injection as a line
source at the origin, characterised by either a fixed dimensionless flow rate q or a fixed dimen-
sionless pressure difference ∆p := p(a, t) − p(b, t), where p(r, t) is the fluid (pore) pressure at
radial position r and time t, and a = a(t) and b = b(t) are the inner and outer radii of the cylinder,
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FIG. 1. We consider the transient response of a poroelastic cylinder to sudden fluid injection. The cylinder
has dimensionless initial inner radius r = a0 and dimensionless initial outer radius r = 1. The inner
boundary is free to move, while the outer boundary is either subject to a fixed radial effective stress σ?r (left)
or fixed in place (right). We initialise the problem from a relaxed state and we study the transient evolution
of the problem towards its steady state. Note that we assume plane strain and adopt the convention of
tension being positive.
respectively.
The dimensionless model is then characterised by the reference (relaxed) porosity φf,0, which
we take to be uniform for simplicity, and by four other dimensionless parameters:
Γ :=
Λ˜
M˜ , a0 :=
a˜0
b˜0
, σ?r :=
σ˜?r
M˜ , and either q :=
µ˜Q˜
2pik˜0M˜
or ∆p :=
∆p˜
M˜ , (1)
where Λ˜ is Lame´’s first parameter, a0 is the dimensionless initial inner radius, σ?r is the dimension-
less radial effective stress at the outer boundary, and Q˜(t) is the dimensional volume injection rate
per unit length into the page. Note that only one of q or ∆p can be imposed — the other evolves
in time as part of the solution (c.f., §II B 3).
2. Kinematics
For axisymmetric flow and deformation, the fluid velocity vf , the solid displacement us, and
the solid velocity vs are strictly in the radial direction, and are functions of only the Eulerian radial
co-ordinate r and time t,
vf = vf (r, t)eˆr, us = us(r, t)eˆr, and vs = vs(r, t)eˆr, (2)
where eˆr is the radial unit vector. The deformation is characterised by the three principal stretch
ratios λr, λθ, and λz, which for axisymmetry and plane strain are given by
λr =
(
1− ∂us
∂r
)−1
, λθ =
(
1− us
r
)−1
, and λz ≡ 1. (3)
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The Jacobian determinant J measures the local volume change,
J(r, t) = λrλθλz = λrλθ. (4)
Hence, under the assumption that the solid and fluid phases are individually incompressible, de-
formation must occur through rearrangement of the solid skeleton with corresponding changes in
the local porosity, φf , giving
J(r, t) =
1− φf,0
1− φf . (5)
Equations (3)–(5) lead to a kinematic relationship between porosity and displacement,
φf − φf,0
1− φf,0 =
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rus − 1
2
u2s
)
. (6)
Finally, local conservation of mass for the fluid and solid constituents is given by
∂φf
∂t
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(rφfvf ) = 0 and
∂φf
∂t
− 1
r
∂
∂r
[
r(1− φf )vs
]
= 0, (7)
respectively, and the fluid and solid velocities are related to the injection rate via
φfvf + (1− φf )vs = q
r
. (8)
3. Mechanical equilibrium
In the absence of body forces and neglecting inertia, mechanical equilibrium is given by
∂σ′r
∂r
+
σ′r − σ′θ
r
=
∂p
∂r
, (9)
where σ′r and σ
′
θ are the radial and azimuthal components, respectively, of Terzaghi’s effective
Cauchy stress (i.e., the stress supported by the solid through deformation). Note that we take
tension to be positive.
4. Darcy’s Law
We assume that the fluid flows relative to the solid skeleton according to Darcy’s law. In the
absence of body forces, this is written
φf (vf − vs) = −k(φf )∂p
∂r
, (10)
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where k(φf ) ≡ k˜(φf )/k˜0 is the dimensionless permeability, which we take to be an isotropic
function of porosity (see §II A 6). Equations (7) and (10) lead to a conservation law in φf ,
∂φf
∂t
+
1
r
∂
∂r
[
qφf − r(1− φf )k(φf )∂p
∂r
]
= 0, (11)
and to two expressions for the solid velocity,
vs =
q
r
+ k(φf )
∂p
∂r
and vs = λr
∂us
∂t
. (12)
The former combines Darcy’s Law with conservation of mass; the later is strictly kinematic.
5. Elasticity laws
As in Auton and MacMinn [1], we consider two elastic constitutive relations: Hencky elasticity
and linear elasticity. Hencky elasticity is a generic constitutive law that captures the kinematic
aspects of large deformations without introducing material-specific complexity. Hencky elasticity
also uses the same two elastic parameters as linear elasticity, and is asymptotically equivalent to
linear elasticity in the limit of infinitesimal strain. Hencky elasticity is therefore a convenient
and appropriate model for a wide range of materials under moderate deformations [17–20]. Note
that, whereas moderate to large elastic deformations are common in the context of soft filters and
tissues, soils and rocks are unlikely to behave elastically beyond small strains. Hencky elasticity
will be appropriate for soils and rocks up to the point of brittle or ductile failure.
For Hencky elasticity, the radial and azimuthal components of the effective Cauchy stress are
σ′r =
lnλr
J
+ Γ
lnλθ
J
and σ′θ = Γ
lnλr
J
+
lnλθ
J
. (13)
Combining the above with Equation (9) we obtain
∂p
∂r
=
∂
∂r
[
ln
(
λrλ
Γ
θ
)
J
]
+
1− Γ
Jr
[
ln
(
λr
λθ
)]
. (14)
For linear elasticity, the relevant components of effective Cauchy stress are instead given by
σ′r =
∂us
∂r
+ Γ
us
r
and σ′θ = Γ
∂us
∂r
+
us
r
. (15)
Combining this with Equation (9) leads to
∂p
∂r
=
∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(usr)
]
. (16)
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6. Permeability Laws
Deformation of the solid skeleton will alter the pore structure and is thus likely to change the
permeability. To capture this effect, we adopt a normalised Kozeny-Carman permeability law,
k(φf ) =
(1− φf,0)2
φ3f,0
[
φ3f
(1− φf )2
]
, (17)
such that k(φf,0) = 1. This expression encapsulates the qualitatively important properties that
the permeability vanishes as φf tends to zero and diverges as φf tends to one. This nonlinear
effect is neglected in classical linear poroelasticity, in which case the permeability function is
simply k(φf ) = k(φf,0) ≡ 1. Below, we denote models using deformation-dependent permeability
(Equation (17)) by ‘-kKC’ and those using constant permeability by ‘-k0’.
7. Linearisation and model summary
As in Auton and MacMinn [1], we adopt three classes of models. Fully nonlinear models
combine exact kinematics (Equations (6), (11), and (12)) with Hencky elasticity (Equations (13)–
(14)). Intermediate models combine exact kinematics (Equations (6), (11), and (12)) with linear
elasticity (Equation 15). We refer to the fully nonlinear class of models as ‘N models’ and to
the intermediate class of models as ‘Q models’. The third class of models is based on linear
poroelasticity.
Classical linear poroelasticity relies on the assumption of infinitesimal deformations, which,
here, corresponds to the assumption of infinitesimal strains, us/r  1 and ∂us/∂r  1. The
kinematics can be simplified under this assumption such that Equations (6), (11), and (12) become
φf − φf,0
1− φf,0 ≈
1
r
∂
∂r
(rus) ,
∂φf
∂t
− 1
r
∂
∂r
(
rk(φf )(1− φf,0)∂p
∂r
)
≈ 0, and vs ≈ ∂us
∂t
, (18)
respectively. We refer to the class of models combining Equations (18) with Equations (15) and
(16) as ‘L models’, such that the L-k0 model is classical linear poroelasticity. We also consider
an L-kKC model that, although nonlinear in the strain and therefore asymptotically inconsistent,
allows us to isolate the impact of deformation-dependent permeability from those of nonlinear
kinematics and nonlinear elasticity.
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B. Initial, boundary and driving conditions
1. Boundary Conditions
The inner boundary is free to move, subject to no radial effective stress,
σ′r(a, t) = 0. (19)
The inner boundary is also a material boundary, subject to the kinematic conditions1
us(a, t) = a(t)− a0 and vs(a, t) = da
dt
. (20)
At the outer boundary, we enforce a vanishing pressure without loss of generality
p(b, t) = 0. (21)
Additionally, we consider the same two distinct sets of outer boundary conditions as in Auton and
MacMinn [1], imposing either a fixed position (no displacement) or a fixed radial effective stress,
us(b, t) = 0 or σ
′
r(b, t) = σ
?
r . (22)
We refer to the former as ‘constrained’ and to the latter, for the limiting case of σ?r ≡ 0, as
‘unconstrained’. The latter case involves a moving boundary, and is therefore additionally subject
to the kinematic conditions
us(b, t) = b(t)− b0 and vs(b, t) = db
dt
. (23)
Note that, for the L models, the inner and outer conditions are applied at a = a0 and b = 1,
respectively.
For convenience, we define three operators
Ba[us] := σ
′
r(a, t), B
b
1[us] := us(b, t), and B
b
2[us] := σ
′
r(b, t)− σ?r . (24)
So that Equation (19) can be expressed as Ba[us] = 0 and Equation (22) can be expressed as
Bbi [us] = 0 for i = 1, 2, where i = 1 corresponds to a constrained cylinder and i = 2 corresponds
to a cylinder subject to a fixed radial effective stress at the outer boundary. In the limiting case of
σ?r ≡ 0, i = 2 corresponds to an unconstrained cylinder.
1 Note that Auton and MacMinn [1] erroneously state that vs(a, t) = da/dt = ∂us∂t
∣∣∣
r=a
. The latter equality is
incorrect.
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2. Initial conditions
We initialise the model by specifying us(r, 0) = us,0(r) and assuming that the cylinder starts
from rest (vs(r, 0) = vf (r, 0) = 0). For both the constrained and unconstrained cylinders, we
start from a relaxed (undeformed and stress-free) state, such that us,0 = 0. This implies that
φf (r, 0) = φf,0, so that the initial state is the reference state and this is consistent with the boundary
conditions.
3. Driving conditions
For t > 0, we assume that fluid is injected from the origin at either a fixed driving pressure
difference ∆p or a fixed flow rate q. These quantities are related by
q =
∆p∫ b
a
1
kr
dr
+
∫ b
a
vs
k
dr∫ b
a
1
kr
dr
, (25)
which is derived from Equation (12). Note that the steady state response of the cylinder to an
imposed value of q corresponds to some a priori unknown value of ∆p. As a result, the same
steady state can be achieved by instead imposing this value of ∆p. However, the transient evolution
to this identical steady state will be very different (c.f., §IV A).
III. MODEL SET UP AND SOLUTION METHODS
A. Governing equations
The conservation laws for the three classes of models, Equation (11) for the Q and N mod-
els and Equation (18b) for the L models, are written terms of φf and p. For the L models, it is
straightforward to rewrite this as a partial differential equation (PDE) in φf using Equations (18a)
and (16). For the Q and N models, however, this process is much less straightforward. Addi-
tionally, the boundary conditions for all models are written in terms of us and σ′r, the latter being
readily expressible in terms of us. To rewrite all of these problems as closed initial boundary value
problems (IBVPs) in terms of a single dependent variable, we therefore use us in lieu of φf .
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1. L models
Equations (16) and (18) yield
∂us
∂t
= vs =
q
r
+ k[us]
∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(rus)
]
, (26a)
where
k[us] ≡ 1 or k[us] =
[
(1− φf,0)
(
∂us
∂r
+ us
r
)
+ φf,0
]3
φ3f,0
(
1− ∂us
∂r
− us
r
)2 (26b)
for the L-k0 or L-kKC models, respectively. Subjected to Ba[us] = Bbi [us] = 0 for i = 1, 2,
this now constitutes a closed IBVP. For the L-k0 model driven by a fixed flux q, this problem is
analytically tractable and we present solutions below (c.f., §III B and Appendix A).
2. Q and N models
The conservation law for the Q and N models is
∂us
∂t
=
1
λr
vs =
(
1− ∂us
∂r
)[
q
r
+ k[us]
∂p
∂r
]
, (27a)
where
k[us] ≡ 1 or k[us] =
[
(1− φf,0)
(
∂us
∂r
+ us
r
− us
r
∂us
∂r
)
+ φf,0
]3
φ3f,0
(
1− ∂us
∂r
− us
r
+ us
r
∂us
∂r
)2 (27b)
for the ‘-k0’ or ‘-kKC’ models, respectively. Note that it can be shown that Equation (27a) is
equivalent to Equation (11). For the Q models, we pair Equation (27) with Equation (16) to obtain
a PDE in terms of us. For the N models, we pair Equation (27) with Equation (14). Both of these
cases, subject to Ba[us] = Bbi [us] = 0 for i = 1, 2, form the corresponding closed IBVPs.
B. Analytical solutions: L-k0 for fixed q
We now develop analytical solutions for the L-k0 model for a fixed driving flow rate q. For
brevity, we include the solution for the constrained cylinder below and that for the cylinder subject
to a fixed radial effective stress at the outer boundary in Appendix A.
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The IBVP for the constrained cylinder is
∂us
∂t
− ∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(rus)
]
=
q
r
a0 < r < 1, t > 0 (28a)
us(r, 0) = 0 a0 < r < 1, t = 0 (28b)
Ba0 [us] =
∂us
∂r
+ Γ
us
a0
= 0 r = a0, t > 0 (28c)
Bb01 [us] = us(1, t) = 0 r = 1, t > 0. (28d)
We approach this problem using separation of variables for a non-homogeneous PDE. We begin
by substituting the separable ansatz
us = T (t)R(r) (29)
into the associated homogeneous PDE
∂us
∂t
− 1
r
[
∂
∂r
(
r
∂us
∂r
)
− us
r
]
= 0 (30)
to obtain
T ′(t)
T (t) =
[rR′(r)]′ −R(r)/r
rR(r) = −ω
2 (31)
for some constant ω. The spatial problem is thus
[rR′(r)]′ − R(r)
r
+ rω2R(r) = 0 (32a)
R′(a0) + ΓR(a0)
a0
= R(1) = 0, (32b)
which constitutes a Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem. This has two key advantageous prop-
erties: Firstly, there exist infinitely many strictly increasing real eigenvalues; secondly, the cor-
responding eigenfunctions constitute an orthogonal basis [21]. The solution to this eigenvalue
problem can, therefore, be used to construct solutions to the original IBVP (28) in terms of an
infinite series of eigenfunctions.
The boundary conditions are homogeneous (Robin at r = a0 and Dirichlet at r = 1), allowing
us to solve the spatial problem (32) in its current form. We rewrite Equation (32a) as
R′′(r) + R
′(r)
r
+R(r)
(
ω2 − 1
r2
)
= 0, (33)
recognising this as Bessel’s differential equation with solution
R(r) = c1J1(ωr) + c2Y1(ωr), (34)
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where c1 and c2 are constants to be determined and Jν and Yν are Bessel functions of the first and
second kind, respectively, of order ν. Using Equation (32b), we then obtain J1(ω) Y1(ω)
ω
2
[J0(ωa0)− J2(ωa0)] + Γa0J1(ωa0) ω2 [Y0(ωa0)− Y2(ωa0)] + Γa0Y1(ωa0)

 c1
c2
 =
 0
0
 . (35)
For non-trivial solutions, we set the determinant of the matrix to zero,
J1(ω)
{
ω
2
[Y0(ωa0)− Y2(ωa0)] + Γ
a0
Y1(ωa0)
}
−
Y1(ω)
{
ω
2
[J0(ωa0)− J2(ωa0)] + Γ
a0
J1(ωa0)
}
= 0, (36)
which, by the Freedholm Alternate Theorem, provides an infinite number of solutions for the
infinite set of distinct eigenvalues ω = ωn that satisfy Equation (36). For the boundary condition
atR(1), we have that
c2 = −c1J1(ωn)
Y1(ωn)
, (37)
and we further take c1 = 1 without loss of generality. We then have an infinite number of eigen-
functionsRn(r) given by
Rn(r) = J1(ωnr)− J1(ωn)
Y1(ωn)
Y1(ωnr). (38)
Note that, as the ωn are eigenvalues of a Sturm-Liouville problem, and by construction are positive,
they must also satisfy
0 < ω1 < ω2 < · · · with ωn →∞ as n→∞, (39)
The eigenfunctions are orthogonal with respect to a weighted inner product with associated
weighting function r (the coefficient of ω2R in Equation (32a)). The weighted inner product
is therefore given by
〈f, g〉 =
∫ 1
a0
rf(r)g(r) dr, (40a)
so that
〈Rn,Rm〉
〈Rn,Rn〉 =
 0 if n 6= m;1 if n = m. (40b)
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We must now determine the corresponding Tn(t) such that
us =
∞∑
n=1
Tn(t)Rn(r) (41)
satisfies the original IBVP (28), despite the fact that our initial separable ansatz was applied to the
homogeneous problem. Substituting Equation (41) into Equation (28a), we obtain
q
r
=
∂us
∂t
− ∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(usr)
]
=
∞∑
n=1
[T ′n(t) + ω2nTn(t)]Rn(r). (42)
This motivates decomposing q/r in terms of an infinite series of eigenfunctions,
q
r
=
∞∑
n=1
fnRn(r), (43)
for some infinite set of constants fn. Combining Equations (42) and (43) leads to the ordinary
differential equation (ODE)
T ′n(t) + ω2nTn(t) = fn, (44)
which has solution
Tn(t) = fn
ω2n
(
1− e−ω2nt
)
. (45)
We evaluate fn from Equation (43) by invoking (40), yielding
fn =
q
∫ 1
a0
Rn(r) dr∫ 1
a0
r[Rn(r)]2 dr
=
q [Y1(ωn)]
2 I0
[Y1(ωn)]
2 I1 + [J1(ωn)]
2 I2 − 2J1(ωn)Y1(ωn)I3
, (46)
where
I0 :=
[
J1(ωn)Y0(ωnr)− Y1(ωn)J0(ωnr)
]1
a0
ωnY1(ωn)
, (47a)
I1 :=
[
r2
2
{
J1(ωnr)
2 − J0(ωnr)J2(ωnr)
}]1
a0
, (47b)
I2 :=
[
r2
2
{
Y1(ωnr)
2 − Y0(ωnr)Y2(ωnr)
}]1
a0
, (47c)
and
I3 :=
[
r2
2
{
J0(ωnr)Y0(ωnr) + J1(ωnr)Y1(ωnr)
}
− r
ωn
{
J0(ωnr)Y1(ωnr)
}]1
a0
. (47d)
Finally, the solution is given by
us =
∞∑
n=1
[
fn
ω2n
(
1− e−ω2nt
)] [
J1(ωnr)− J1(ωn)
Y1(ωn)
Y1(ωnr)
]
, (48)
where the ωn are the solutions to Equation (36) and the fn are defined by Equations (46–47).
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C. Numerical solution method
We solve all of the nonlinear problems, as well as the L-k0 model for fixed ∆p, numerically.
We do so by extending the method presented in Auton and MacMinn [1] by combining Chebyshev
spectral collocation with the method of lines. That is, we discretise the spatial domain into the
N Chebyshev points and then approximate spatial derivatives using a Chebyshev differentiation
matrix [1]. We then integrate the resulting system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs) in
time with MATLAB using ode15s [16, 22]. This pseudospectral method has proven to be more
robust than classical finite volumes or finite differences, as well as more convenient for handling
certain combinations of boundary and driving conditions (e.g., fixed ∆p with fixed radial effective
stress at the outer boundary).
1. Fixed q
We next outline the implementation of the numerical scheme for fixed q. We denote the general
form of Equations (26a) and (27a) via
M [us]
∂us
∂t
= F [us] + c[us]
q
r
, (49)
where M , F , and c are continuous partial-differential operators in r. In Appendix B, we provide
expression for M , F , and c for all models and boundary conditions for fixed q. Following the
method of lines, we discretise us and r in space and, using first and second order Chebyshev
differentiation matrices of size N ×N , we discretise the operators M , F , and c. Below, we denote
spatially discretised quantities with hats; vectors and matrices are additionally in bold.
For a < r < b, we then have a system of coupled ODEs in time. At r = a and r = b, we
enforce the spatially discretised boundary conditions, Bˆa(uˆ) = Bˆbi (uˆ) = 0 for i = 1, 2 (c.f.,
Equation (24)), which are algebraic in t. Together, these equations constitute a system of DAEs.
At each time step, the domain deforms and we use Equations (20) and (23) as appropriate to update
the grid. It is clear that Fˆ (uˆ), cˆ(uˆ), and thus the right-hand side of Equation (49), are all vectors of
length N . To enforce the boundary conditions, the first and last entries of the right-hand side must
be Bˆa(uˆ) and Bˆbi (uˆ), respectively. We express this system of DAEs using a mass matrix Mˆ(uˆ),
which is the Chebyshev spatial discretisation of M [us]. The mass matrix pre-multiplies the time
derivative ∂us/∂t and enables us to enforce the boundary conditions (Bˆa(uˆ) = Bˆbi (uˆ) = 0) by
setting the first and last rows of Mˆ (uˆ) identically equal to zero.
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We integrate this system of DAEs in time in MATLAB using ode15s. When tractable, we
provide the solver with an analytical Jacobian,
d
duˆ
(
Fˆ (uˆ) + cˆ(uˆ)
q
rˆ
)
, (50)
accounting appropriately for the moving boundaries. Note that, as the problem becomes more
nonlinear, it is numerically beneficial to initialise the problem with a flow rate of zero and ramp
this to the desired value of q over a short time (at most 10−5). It is clear from the results that this
does not impact the transient evolution for times greater than the ramping time.
2. Fixed ∆p
Driving with a fixed pressure difference ∆p leads to an integro-PDE as q appears explicitly in
the PDE (49) and q is related to ∆p via Equation (25), which contains a spatial integral of ∂us/∂t.
In our Chebyshev framework, we discretise these integrals using Lobatto’s integral formula, which
allows us to incorporate them into the system of DAEs. Lobatto’s integral formula states that∫ b
a
g(r) dr =
pi
N − 1
(
b− a
2
) N∑
k=1
(1− Xˆ2k)
1
2 gˆk +ResN (51)
for some function g(r), r ∈ [a, b], where Xˆk ∈ [−1, 1] is the kth Chebyshev point. We neglect the
residual ResN , which we assume decays rapidly as N →∞ [23, 24].
Rewriting Equation (49) using Equation (25) gives
M [us]
∂us
∂t
= F [us] + c[us]
(
∆p
r
∫ b
a
1
kr
dr
+
∫ b
a
vs
k
dr
r
∫ b
a
1
kr
dr
,
)
. (52)
The solid velocity vs is related to ∂us/∂t via Equation (18) for the L models and Equation (12) for
the Q and N models, and we again discretise these relations in terms of uˆ, rˆ, and the Chebyshev
differentiation matrices. Using Equation (51), we then express the relevant integral in Equation
(52) as a finite sum of duˆ/dt. Similarly, the other integral in Equation (52) is readily approximated
with Lobatto’s integral formula. We incorporate the resulting sum of duˆ/dt into a new mass
matrix mˆ, whose first and last rows are once again identically equal to zero. We then write the
fully discretised system in the form mˆ(uˆ)duˆ/dt = fˆ(uˆ), where fˆ(uˆ) is a vector of length N
whose first and last entries are Bˆa(uˆ) and Bˆbi (uˆ), respectively.
We use this method for all of the fixed ∆p cases. As the problem becomes more nonlinear,
mˆ becomes more complicated and it is again numerically beneficial to ramp ∆p from zero to the
desired value over a short time (at most 10−5).
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IV. RESULTS
We now consider the transient evolution of the deformation for different driving method (fixed
∆p vs. fixed q), confinement (confined vs. unconfined), and geometry (varying a0) for six model
combinations: L-k0, L-kKC, Q-k0, Q-kKC, N-k0, and N-kKC.
A. Fixed ∆p vs. fixed q for constrained thick-walled cylinders
We begin by considering the impact of driving method for the constrained thick-walled cylinder
(a0 = 0.1). To do so, we solve the problem for a fixed ∆p and then again for the fixed value of q
that results in the same steady. We consider the time evolution of the deformation for this scenario
in Figures 2–4. In Figure 2, we show the time evolution of all key quantities for the Q-kKC
model. In Figure 3, we examine the impact of model choice by considering the evolution of the
displacement at the inner boundary for all six models. In Figure 4, we examine the time evolution
of q when ∆p is fixed, and of ∆pwhen q is fixed, again for all six models. In Figure 5, we consider
the characteristic evolution timescale for this geometry and boundary condition over a wide range
of ∆p and q values, again for all six models.
In Figure 2, we plot the evolution of all key quantities to steady state for the Q-kKC model
for fixed ∆p = 0.1 (left column), and for the fixed q ≈ 0.052 that leads to the same steady
state (right column). For fixed ∆p, φf (first row), us (second row), and σ′θ (fourth row) show
similar qualitative behaviours: for the majority of the Lagrangian radius R := r(t) − us(r, t),
these quantities evolve monotonically towards their steady-state values. Additionally, all of these
quantities overshoot their steady-state values near the inner and outer boundaries. Near R = a0,
they overshoot once before relaxing towards their steady states; near R = 1, they overshoot once
at early times and then again at intermediate times before relaxing towards their steady states.
The cylinder effectively “over-deforms” near both the free inner boundary and the confined outer
boundary; as time progresses, this deformation relaxes. This overshoot implies that the largest
stresses (e.g., the maximum value of σ′θ) occur at some intermediate time, rather than at steady
state, which has implications for problems concerning material failure such as hydraulic fracturing.
Note, however, that this overshoot does not occur for all values of a0. The radial effective stress σ′r
(third row) mirrors this behaviour near R = 1. Near R = a0, however, σ′r initially decreases into
strong compression before increasing to its tensile steady-state value. The pressure p has a fixed
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FIG. 2. The time evolution of a constrained thick-walled cylinder (a0 = 0.1) for the Q-kKC model, where
the flow is driven by fixed ∆p = 0.1 (left column) or by the fixed q ≈ 0.052 that leads to the same steady
state (right column). We show the solution at twelve times, logarithmically spaced from t = 10−5 (blue)
to t = 2.5 (yellow). We also include the initial condition and the steady state for reference (solid and
dashed black lines, respectively). We plot all quantities against the Lagrangian radial coordinate R :=
r(t) − us(r, t). For this scenario, the evolution to the common steady state occurs much more quickly
for fixed ∆p than for fixed q. Additionally, some degree of non-monotonicity in time is evident in every
quantity for fixed ∆p, whereas all quantities except for σ′r evolve monotonically for fixed q.
value at both boundaries by construction, p(a) ≡ ∆p and p(b) ≡ 0, and exhibits an approximately
uniform interior value bracketed by sharp boundary layers at R = a0 and R = 1 that spread
with time, which is consistent with classical consolidation theory. These boundary layers imply
that the deformation is initially focused near the boundaries, which is linked to the overshoot in
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FIG. 3. The time evolution of the normalised displacement at the inner boundary for all six models for the
same scenario and parameter values as in Figure 2. We plot the L models (blue), Q models (black), and N
models (red) for both constant permeability (solid lines) and Kozeny-Carman permeability (dashed lines).
The insets highlight the differences between models at early times. All models exhibit the same qualitative
behaviour, and the deformation evolves much more quickly in the fixed ∆p case than in the fixed q case. In
the fixed ∆p case, nonlinear kinematics and nonlinear elasticity moderate the relative overshoot, whereas
Kozeny-Carman permeability exacerbates it. We present the same figure but for the normalised azimuthal
effective stress in Appendix C (Figure C1).
deformation through mechanical equilibrium (c.f., Eq. 16 and §4c of Auton and MacMinn [1]).
For fixed q, in contrast, the evolution is much slower and all quantities except for σ′r evolve
monotonically in time. The radial effective stress σ′r decreases initially, such that it becomes
strictly non-positive for some time before evolving towards its steady state by increasing into ten-
sion near the inner boundary and by decreasing further into compression near the outer boundary.
The slower evolution timescale is a result of the fact that driving with fixed ∆p leads to an initially
large value of q that decreases towards its steady-state value, driving the material very aggressively
at early times (c.f., Figure 4, left); driving with fixed q, in contrast, leads to a initially small value
of ∆p that increases to steady state, driving the material more gently at early times (c.f., Figure 4,
right).
In Figure 3, we consider the normalised displacement at the inner boundary u¯a := us(a, t)/usss (a)
for all six models, where usss denotes the displacement at steady state such that u¯a → 1 as t→∞.
Note that we compare each model to its own steady state, and the six steady states are not the
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FIG. 4. The time evolution of q for fixed ∆p (left), and of ∆p for fixed q (right), for all 6 models and for
the same scenario and parameter values as in Figures 2 and 3. Line colours and styles are also the same as
in Figure 3. For fixed ∆p, q(t) is initially very large and decreases towards steady state; for fixed q, ∆p(t)
is initially very small and gradually increases towards steady state. These opposite evolutions result from
the same physics.
same [1]. We also compare the evolution of u¯a for fixed ∆p (left) vs. fixed q (right). For fixed ∆p,
all six models exhibit the overshoot noted above. This overshoot is most pronounced in the -kKC
models. Within each permeability grouping, the L models show the most relative overshoot and
the N models the least, implying that both rigorous kinematics and nonlinear elasticity moderate
the relative overshoot, while deformation-dependent permeability exacerbates it. For fixed q, the
ordering of the models is the same as for fixed ∆p, but the evolution timescale is clearly much
slower. These results suggest that, for a constrained thick walled cylinder, driving method has
much stronger impact than model choice on both the qualitative nature and the timescale of the
transient evolution.
In Figure 4, we examine the time evolution of q for fixed ∆p (left), and of ∆p for fixed q (right).
For fixed ∆p, q(t) is initially very large and then decreases towards steady state; this behaviour
is qualitatively the same for all models. The flow rate q(t) decreases with time because the solid
moves radially outward at early times, so a relatively large fluid velocity is needed to generate the
required pressure difference. The solid slows over time as deformation increasingly resists further
motion, and the fluid velocity slows accordingly. This leads to an initially large flow rate that
decays towards the steady-state value, for which the solid is stationary. For fixed q, the reverse
occurs: The solid and the fluid both contribute to the fixed total flux at early times, moving together
such that only a relatively small value of ∆p is needed. As the solid slows, the relative velocity of
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FIG. 5. The evolution timescale t? normalised by the evolution timescale for the L-k0 model of the con-
strained thick-walled cylinder (a0 = 0.1) for all six models as a function of ∆p (left), and of q (right). Line
colours and styles are the same as in Figures 3–4, we additionally show the analytical dynamic L-k0 fixed q
solution (right, dashed grey lines). For the L-k0 model, t? is independent of driving strength in both cases.
For the Q and N models, t? is very similar. For the fixed ∆p cases, t? is roughly one order of magnitude
smaller than for the fixed q cases. To highlight the extent to which nonlinearity accelerates or decelerates
the transient evolution in each case relative to the L-k0 model, we plot these same results as t?/t?Lk0 against
q and ∆p in Appendix E (Figure E1).
the fluid must increase to preserve the fixed total flux and the necessary ∆p increases. At steady
state, the solid is stationary, the fluid provides the entire flux, and ∆p is largest.
In Figure 5, we consider the characteristic evolution timescale of the various models shown
in Figures 2–4. We define the evolution timescale as the time t? at which the Euclidean norm
of the relative difference from steady state is equal to 0.2, where we measure the relative differ-
ence from steady state as [usss (r) − us(r, t?)]/usss (r) and we generate the steady state as in Auton
and MacMinn [1]. Note that this metric is weakly influenced quantitatively by the fact that our
solutions are defined on a Chebyshev grid, but this is consistent across all cases and makes no
qualitative difference in the results.
For the L-k0 model, the timescale is independent of driving strength for both fixed ∆p and fixed
q. This is due to our definition of t? in terms the relative difference from steady state and the fact
that, for the L-k0 model, us(r, t) and usss (r) are proportional to ∆p for fixed ∆p, and proportional
to q for fixed q. In the latter case, this is obvious from the analytical solutions for the constrained
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and unconstrained cylinders. Although t? is independent of driving strength for the L-k0 model,
the driving method, boundary condition, and geometry (i.e., a0) all have significant impacts on the
timescale (c.f., Figure 9 top row).
For the other models, t? is determined by the complex combination of many different competing
mechanisms. For example, Figure 5 shows that the inclusion of Kozeny-Carman permeability
increases t? relative to the corresponding constant-permeability models for the fixed ∆p cases,
but that the opposite is true for the fixed q cases (i.e., the -kKC models evolve slower than the
corresponding -k0 models for fixed ∆p, but faster for fixed q).
In general, we expect an increase or decrease in the effective permeability of the medium to lead
to a faster or slower evolution (a decrease or increase in t?) respectively, because the characteristic
poroelastic timescale is inversely proportional to permeability, T˜pe ∝ 1/k˜ (c.f., §II A 1). However,
the permeability field is transient and non-uniform. The development of localised regions with
significantly reduced permeability can act as a global bottleneck because of the harmonic nature
of combining permeabilities in series, leading to a slower evolution (increase in t?) even when the
permeability increases in most of the domain. In the fixed q case, the effective permeability of
the medium increases monotonically in time and therefore the impact of deformation-dependent
permeability is to speed up the evolution (decrease t?). In the fixed ∆p case, in contrast, the
sudden development of a sharp, low-porosity boundary layer at the outer boundary dominates the
effective permeability of the medium, leading to a strong transient decrease, and this slows the
evolution (increases t?). This effect is particularly strong because the boundary layer significantly
overshoots the steady-state porosity.
Nonlinear kinematics enter the problem in several ways competing ways. One major difference
between the L models (linearised kinematics) and the Q and N models (rigorous kinematics) is the
relationship between ∂us/∂t and vs. The linearised relationship is ∂us/∂t = vs, whereas the exact
relationship is ∂us/∂t = (1/λr)vs. Since vs = q/r + k(φf )(∂p/∂r) in all models, the additional
factor of 1/λr = 1− ∂us/∂r typically accelerates the deformation in the Q and N models relative
to the L models because, in most cases, ∂us/∂r < 0 (c.f., Figures 2 and 6), and therefore 1/λr > 1.
That is, linearisation leads to an underestimation of ∂us/∂t in the L models and we would therefore
expect the introduction of nonlinear kinematics to speed up the evolution (decrease t?). A second
effect is that the inner boundary condition is applied at the moving inner boundary in the Q and
N models, but at the original position of the inner boundary in the L models. For the fixed ∆p
case, the outward motion of the inner boundary should increase q (applying the same ∆p across a
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thinner wall leads to a larger q), which would imply a faster evolution (smaller t?) in the Q and N
models relative to the L models. For the fixed q case, the outward motion of the inner boundary
should lead to a lower ∆p across the material (driving the same q through a thinner wall requires
a smaller ∆p), which would imply a slower evolution (larger t?) in the Q and N models relative to
the L models. These latter effects, although clearly weak, are visible in Figure 4. A third effect is
simply that the Q and N models deform more than the L models for this scenario [1]; as a result,
it takes longer for the Q and N models to reach a certain relative difference from their respective
steady states (larger t?). These three effects combine such that nonlinear kinematics speed up the
deformation for fixed ∆p (the first effect dominates), but slow down the deformation for fixed q
(the second and third effects dominate) (Figure 5).
Finally, we consider the role of nonlinear elasticity. The L and Q models use linear elastic-
ity, whereas the N models uses Hencky elasticity. The elasticity law determines the relationship
between us and ∂p/∂r, and also plays a role in the boundary conditions. Under uniform uniax-
ial deformation, Hencky elasticity is stiffer than linear elasticity in compression and softer than
linear elasticity in tension (c.f., Figure A1 of the electronic supplementary material (ESM) of Au-
ton and MacMinn [1]). The classical poroelastic timescale is inversely proportional to stiffness,
T˜pe ∝ 1/M˜ (c.f., §II A 1), so we would expect the N models to deform more quickly than the L
and Q models in uniaxial scenarios dominated by compression, and more slowly than the L and Q
models in uniaxial scenarios dominated by tension. It is not straightforward to extrapolate these
expectations to a biaxial problem featuring a mix of tension and compression, but we note that the
N models does evolve slightly more quickly than the Q models in the fixed ∆p case, which fea-
tures strong transient compression in σ′r near both boundaries; this is consistent with the general
explanation above.
B. Impact of constraint on thin-walled cylinders for fixed q
We now consider the impact of the outer boundary condition on the transient evolution of the
problem. We do so by comparing the behaviour of an unconstrained thin-walled cylinder to that of
a constrained thin-walled cylinder (a0 = 0.85) for fixed q. In Figure 6, we show the time evolution
of all key quantities for the Q-kKC model. In Figure 7, we examine the impact of model choice by
considering the evolution of the displacement at the inner boundary for all six models. In Figure 8,
we consider the characteristic evolution timescale for this geometry by comparing these boundary
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FIG. 6. The time evolution of an unconstrained thin-walled cylinder (left column) and a constrained thin-
walled cylinder (right column), for the Q-kKC model (a0 = 0.85), where the flow is driven by fixed q =
0.25. We show the solution at a range of times, logarithmically spaced from t = 10−7 (blue) to t = 10
(yellow). We also show the initial condition and the steady state for reference (solid and dashed black lines,
respectively). The constrained cylinder reaches steady state much more quickly than the unconstrained
cylinder.
conditions over a wide range of q values for all six models.
In Figure 6, we plot the evolution of all key quantities to steady state for the Q-kKC model
for fixed q = 0.25 for an unconstrained thin-walled cylinder (left column) and for a constrained
thin-walled cylinder (right column) (a0 = 0.85). For the unconstrained cylinder, all quantities
except for σ′r evolve monotonically in time. The radial effective stress σ
′
r initially decreases into
compression throughout entire the interior of the cylinder, before eventually increasing to its ten-
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FIG. 7. The time evolution of the normalised displacement at the inner boundary for all six models for
all six models for the same scenario and parameter values as in Figure 6. Line colours and styles are the
same as in Figure 3–5, although we additionally show the analytical dynamic L-k0 solution (dashed grey
lines). The insets show the evolution on a logarithmic scale, clearly demonstrating that us(a, t) ∼ (q/a0)t
for t 1 (solid grey lines) in all cases. Note that the time evolution of the unconstrained cylinder is about
two orders of magnitude slower than that of the constrained cylinder, and that model choice is much more
important for the unconstrained cylinder than for the constrained cylinder for these parameters.
sile steady state. Note, however, that ||σ′r|| is several orders of magnitude smaller than ||σ′θ||. For
the constrained cylinder, all quantities except for σ′θ evolve monotonically in time, and σ
′
θ evolves
monotonically except in a small region near the transition from tension to compression. More
importantly, all quantities evolve much more quickly than for the unconstrained cylinder.
In Figure 7, we again consider the normalised displacement at the inner boundary u¯a for all six
models, comparing the evolution of u¯a for the unconstrained (left) and constrained (right) cylin-
ders. The evolution is monotonic for all models in both cases, but about two orders of magnitude
faster for the constrained cylinder than for the unconstrained cylinder. Plotting u¯a on a logarith-
mic scale (insets) highlights its early-time evolution, which is shown to be us(a, t) ∼ (q/a0)t for
t  1 for all a0 (see Appendix D). For the unconstrained cylinder, the Q-k0 and N-k0 models
clearly evolve much more slowly than the L-k0 model and all -k0 models are much slower than
the -kKC models. Note also that the models are in the same relative order as in Figure 3. For the
constrained cylinder, in contrast, the rate is relatively insensitive to model choice and the ordering
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FIG. 8. The evolution timescale t? of the thin-walled cylinder (a0 = 0.85) for all six models for uncon-
strained (left) and constrained (right) cases. Line colours and styles are the same as in Figures 3–5 and 7.
The evolution timescale of the L-k0 model is again independent of driving strength (c.f., Figure 5). For the
unconstrained cylinder, t? increases strongly with q for the Q-k0 and N-k0 models and decreases strongly
with q for all of the -kKC models; for the constrained cylinder, these effects are reversed in direction and
much smaller in magnitude. To highlight the extent to which nonlinearity accelerates or decelerates the
transient evolution in each case relative to the L-k0 model, we plot these same results as t?/t?Lk0 against q
and ∆p in Appendix E (Figure E2).
of the models is reversed.
In Figure 8, we consider the characteristic evolution timescale t? for a thin-walled cylinder for
all six models as a function of q. For the unconstrained cylinder (left), t? increases with q for the
Q-k0 and N-k0 models, but decreases with q for the -kKC models. This suggests that, for an uncon-
strained cylinder, nonlinear kinematics speed up the deformation whereas deformation-dependent
permeability slows down the deformation. The underlying physical mechanisms are the same as
those discussed in regard to Figure 5. The various impacts of these mechanisms are easier to in-
terpret in this case because the permeability increases strongly throughout the material, ∂us/∂r is
strictly negative, and the inner radius moves substantially. These various impacts are also much
stronger in this case because the deformation is much larger, and they are further amplified as q
increases—t? changes by several-fold over this range of q. The Q and N models are again very
similar, suggesting that the elasticity law again plays a relatively minor role. For the constrained
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FIG. 9. The impact of a0 on t? for a constrained cylinder driven by fixed ∆p = 0.05 (left), a constrained
cylinder driven by fixed q = 0.2 (centre), and an unconstrained cylinder driven by fixed q = 0.2 (right),
and for all 6 models in each case. Line colours and styles are the same as in Figures 3–5 and 7–8. For
the constrained cylinder, the evolution is fastest for thin walls; for the unconstrained cylinder, it is fastest
for thick walls. Note also that t? depends non-monotonically on a0 for the constrained cylinder, and is
particularly sensitive to model choice for fixed q. To highlight the extent to which nonlinearity accelerates
or decelerates the transient evolution in each case relative to the L-k0 model, we plot these same results as
t?/t?Lk0 against q and ∆p in Appendix E (Figure E3).
cylinder (right), all of these effects are reversed in direction and much smaller in magnitude, with
t? changing by up to about 10% over this range of q. This is straightforward to interpret: the per-
meability decreases strongly almost everywhere, and the displacement is two orders of magnitude
smaller than for the unconstrained cylinder. For the L-k0 model, t? is independent of q for both
unconstrained and constrained cylinders. Lastly, note that the constrained cylinder evolves about
two orders of magnitude faster than the unconstrained cylinder, which is simply due to the fact
that the unconstrained cylinder deforms substantially more in total.
C. Impact of geometry and driving method on time evolution
In Figure 9, we plot the evolution time t? against a0 for all six models for constrained cylinders
for fixed ∆p (left) and fixed q (centre), and for unconstrained cylinders for fixed q. Note, firstly,
that t? is a strong function of a0 even for classical linear poroelasticity (the L-k0 model). This
is evident from the time-dependent component of the analytical solution, which is a nontrivial
function of a0. For the constrained cylinder for fixed ∆p, model choice appears to be relatively
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unimportant relative to geometry; the evolution is slowest for thick walls and fastest for thin walls,
but t? has a modest local maximum around a0 ≈ 0.2. For the constrained cylinder for fixed q,
model choice is much more important; the evolution is still fastest for thin walls, but t? now has
a global maximum for some intermediate wall thickness and the amplitude and position of this
maximum varies strongly from model to model. Importantly, the relative roles of deformation-
dependent permeability, nonlinear kinematics, and nonlinear elasticity are nontrivial and depend
strongly on a0—this suggests that the conclusions drawn above for constrained cylinders are valid
only for thick walls. For the unconstrained cylinder for fixed q, t? increases monotonically with a0
for all models except the N-k0 model, which exhibits a weak interior minimum at a0 ≈ 0.05. The
fast evolution occurs for thick-walled cylinders and the slowest for thin-walled cylinders, and the
ordering of the models is independent of a0. As a result, the conclusions drawn above for uncon-
strained cylinders should be qualitatively valid for all a0. Finally, note that t? is about an order of
magnitude larger for constrained cylinders for fixed q than for constrained cylinders for fixed ∆p,
and an about order of magnitude larger again for unconstrained cylinders for fixed q (except when
the walls are very thick, in which case the dynamics of constrained and unconstrained cylinders
for fixed q are very similar; see Appendix F (Figure F1)).
V. CONCLUSION
Despite being central to important problems in a variety of fields, radial poroelastic deforma-
tions remain relatively poorly understood. Here, we have presented the first systematic exploration
of the effects of nonlinearity, driving method, and geometry on the transient evolution of these de-
formations. We have shown that the radial geometry results in nontrivial biaxial deformations and
a strong dependence on wall thickness that render this problem much more complex and nuanced
than the corresponding uniaxial scenario [2].
We first illustrated the strong qualitative and quantitative impacts of driving method (fixed ∆p
vs. fixed q). For a constrained cylinder with thick walls, we showed that driving with fixed ∆p
leads to non-monotonicity in the time evolution of the displacement at the inner boundary for all
models, even classical linear poroelasticity (Figure 3). This does not occur when driving with
fixed q. We considered the details of these deformations in the context of a model that includes
rigorous nonlinear kinematics and deformation-dependent permeability, but with the simplification
of linear elasticity (Q-kKC) (Figure 2). We found that the nonmonotonicity mentioned above was
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reflected in the azimuthal effective stress, again even for linear poroelasticity, with implications for
applications such as hydraulic fracturing. We found that this scenario evolves much more quickly
when driven by fixed ∆p as opposed to fixed q, and that this is true for all models across a wide
range of driving values (Figure 5). We also found that, when ∆p is fixed, q(t) is initially very high
and decreases towards the steady-state value; when q is fixed, in contrast, ∆p(t) is initially very
small and increases towards the steady-state value (Figure 4).
We also investigated the impact of constraint at the outer boundary (unconstrained vs. con-
strained). For a thin-walled cylinder, we found that a constrained cylinder evolves about two
orders of magnitude more quickly than an unconstrained cylinder (Figures 6–8). We also found
that the evolution timescale of an unconstrained thin-walled cylinder is dominated by kinematics
and deformation-dependent permeability (Figures 7- 8), despite the fact that the steady state is
dominated by kinematics and elasticity [1].
Finally, we showed that the evolution timescale depends strongly on wall thickness for all mod-
els, for both driving conditions, and for both constrained and unconstrained cylinders (Figure 9).
For constrained cylinders, the evolution timescale is nonmonotic in wall thickness for all models
and for both driving conditions. For unconstrained cylinders driven by fixed q, the relative con-
tributions of nonlinear kinematics, deformation-dependent permeability, and nonlinear elasticity
also depend very strongly on wall thickness.
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Appendix A: Analytical solution: L-k0 for fixed q and σ′r(b, t) = σ?r
Here we present the analytical solution for a cylinder subjected to the linearised applied-stress
conditions Ba0 [us] = Bb02 [us] = 0 for the general case σ
? 6≡ 0. A stress-free initial condition does
not satisfy these boundary conditions, so we begin by solving the corresponding non-poroelastic
(“drained”) problem subjected to Bb02 [us] = 0. We then use this solution as a consistent initial
condition for the evolution of the fluid-driven problem. For the L-k0 model, this initial condition
corresponds to a uniform porosity that is distinct from the reference porosity φf,0. Equation (3.1a)
subjected Ba0 [us] = Bb02 [us] = 0 leads to the IBVP
∂us
∂t
− ∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(usr)
]
=
q
r
t > 0 a0 < r < 1, (A1a)
us(r, 0) = us,0 =
σ?r
1− a20
[
r
1 + Γ
+
a20
(1− Γ)r
]
t = 0 a0 < r < 1, (A1b)
Ba0 [us] =
∂us
∂r
+ Γ
us
a0
= 0 t > 0 r = a0, (A1c)
Bb02 [us] =
∂us
∂r
+ Γus − σ?r = 0 t > 0 r = 1. (A1d)
Unlike for the constrained cylinder, the outer boundary condition in the above problem is not ho-
mogeneous. To address this, we begin by decomposing us(r, t) into two functions v(r, t) and
w(r, t), such that us(r, t) = v(r, t) + w(r, t) and where w(r, t) is chosen to satisfy the non-
homogeneous boundary condition (Eq. A1d),
w(r, t) =
σ?r
a20 − 1
(
a20
Γ
− r
2
2 + Γ
)
. (A2)
Hence, v(r, t) must then satisfy the IBVP
∂v
∂t
− ∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(vr)
]
=
q
r
− σ
?
r
a20 − 1
(
3
2 + Γ
+
a20
r2Γ
)
t > 0 a0 ≤ r ≤ 1, (A3a)
v(r, 0) =
σ?r
1− a20
[
r
1 + Γ
+
a20
(1− Γ)r +
a20
Γ
− r
2
2 + Γ
]
t = 0 a0 ≤ r ≤ 1, (A3b)
∂v
∂r
+ Γ
v
a0
= 0 t > 0 r = a0, (A3c)
∂v
∂r
+ Γv = 0 t > 0 r = 1, (A3d)
which comprises a non-homogeneous PDE with a spatially dependent initial condition and, im-
portantly, two homogenous boundary conditions (both Robin). We can now solve the problem as
in §3(b) via separation of variables. We begin with the separable ansatz
v = T (t)R(r) (A4)
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on the associated homogeneous PDE
∂v
∂t
− 1
r
[
∂
∂r
(
r
∂v
∂r
)
− v
r
]
= 0. (A5)
This allows us to consider the spatial problem as a Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem,
R′′(r) + R
′(r)
r
+R(r)
(
ω2 − 1
r2
)
= 0, (A6a)
R′(a0) + Γ
a0
R(a0) = R′(1) + ΓR(1) = 0, (A6b)
for some constant ω. From this, the weighting function for the associated orthogonality condition
is, once again, r. We solve forR(r) to obtain
R(r) = c1J1(ωr) + c2Y1(ωr), (A7)
where c1 and c2 are constants to be determined. Using Equation (A6b), we obtain A B
C D
 c1
c2
 =
 0
0
 (A8)
where
A := ω
2
[J0(ωa0)− J2(ωa0)] + Γ
a0
J1(ωa0), (A9a)
B := ω
2
[Y0(ωa0)− Y2(ωa0)] + Γ
a0
Y1(ωa0), (A9b)
C := ω
2
[J0(ω)− J2(ω)] + ΓJ1(ω), (A9c)
D := ω
2
[Y0(ω)− Y2(ω)] + ΓY1(ω). (A9d)
In order for Equation (A8) to have a non-trivial solution, it must be the case that AD − BC = 0,{
ω
2
[J0(ωa0)− J2(ωa0)] + Γ
a0
J1(ωa0)
}{ω
2
[Y0(ω)− Y2(ωb0)] + ΓY1(ω)
}
−{
ω
2
[Y0(ωa0)− Y2(ωa0)] + Γ
a0
Y1(ωa0)
}{ω
2
[J0(ω)− J2(ω)] + ΓJ1(ω)
}
= 0. (A10)
Equation (A10) suggests an infinite number of solutions for an infinite number of distinct eigen-
values ω = ωn. The boundary condition at r = a0 (Equation A3c) yields
c2 = −c1ωa0[J0(ωa0)− J2(ωa0)] + 2ΓJ1(ωa0)
ωa0[Y0(ωa0)− Y2(ωa0)] + 2ΓY1(ωa0) = −c1
A
B , (A11)
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giving the associated infinite number of eigenfunctionsRn(r) as
Rn(r) = J1(ωnr)− AB Y1(ωnr). (A12)
The general series solution for v(r, t) is then
v(r, t) =
∞∑
n=1
Tn(t)Rn(r), (A13)
where Tn(t) must be determined to satisfy Equation (A3a). This requirement leads to
q
r
− σ
?
r
a20 − 1
(
3
2 + Γ
+
a20
r2Γ
)
=
∂v
∂t
− ∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(vr)
]
=
∞∑
n=1
[T ′n(t) + ω2nTn(t)]Rn(r), (A14)
motivating the decomposition
q
r
− σ
?
r
a20 − 1
(
3
2 + Γ
+
a20
r2Γ
)
=
∞∑
n=1
fnRn(r) (A15)
for some infinite set of constants fn. Equations (A14) and (A15) lead to
T ′n(t) + ω2nTn(t) = fn, (A16)
subject to Tn(0) = tn, where tn is an infinite set of constants to be determined. This has solution
Tn(t) = fn
ω2n
(
1− e−ω2nt
)
+ tne
−ω2nt, (A17)
where, due to the properties developed in Equations (3.15), tn is given by
tn =
∫ 1
a0
rv(r, 0)Rndr∫ 1
a0
[Rn(r)]2rdr
=
σ?r
1− a20

1
1 + Γ
I7 +
a20
1− ΓI5 −
1
2 + Γ
I8 +
a20
Γ
I6
I1 +
A2
B2 I2 −
2A
B I3
 , (A18)
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where I1, I2, and I3 are defined in Eqs. (3.22) and
I4 :=
∫ 1
a0
Rn(r)
r
dr =
[
ωnr
{
J0(ωnr)− AB Y0(ωnr)
}
− J1(ωnr) + AB Y1(ωnr)
]1
a0
+ ωn
∫ 1
a0
rRn(r)dr,
(A19a)
I5 :=
∫ 1
a0
Rn(r)dr =
[
AY0(ωnr)− BJ0(ωnr)
]1
a0
ωnB ,
(A19b)
I6 :=
∫ 1
a0
rRn(r)dr =
[
pir
2ωn
{[
J1(ωnr)− AB Y1(ωnr)
]
H0(ωnr)
−
[
J0(ωnr)− AB Y0(ωnr)
]
H1(ωnr)
}]1
a0
,
(A19c)
I7 :=
∫ 1
a0
r2Rn(r)dr =
[
r2
ωn
{
J2(ωnr)− AB Y2(ωnr)
}]1
a0
, (A19d)
and
I8 :=
∫ 1
a0
r3Rn(r)dr =
[
3r2
ωn
{
J1(ωnr)− AB Y1(ωnr)
}
− r
3
ωn
{
J0(ωnr)− AB Y0(ωnr)
}]1
a0
− 3
ωn
∫ 1
a0
rRn(r)dr,
(A19e)
where Hν(r) is the Struve function of order ν. Similarly,
fn =
qI5 +
σ?r
1− a20
(
3
2 + Γ
I6 +
a20
Γ
I4
)
I1 +
A2
B2 I2 −
2A
B I3
. (A20)
The analytical solution is then finally given by
us(r, t) = w(r, t) + v(r, t)
=
σ?r
a20 − 1
(
a20
Γ
− r
2
2 + Γ
)
+
∞∑
n=1
{[
fn
ωn
(
1− e−ωnt)− tne−ωnt] [J1(ωnr)− AB Y1(ωnr)
]}
,
(A21)
where the ωn are the solutions to Equation (A10), A and B are defined in Equations (A9), and the
tn and the fn are defined by Equations (A18) and (A20), respectively.
Appendix B: Numerical implementation: M , F , and c for fixed q
Here we list the F [us], M [us] and c[us] for all models for fixed q. Note that, although it is
often preferable to simplify the mass matrix as much as possible, handling of the nonlinearity of
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k[us] sometimes benefits from a more complicated mass matrix. We use the simplest possible
mass matrices for all fixed q cases except for applied-stress Q-kKC, applied-stress N-kKC, and
constrained N-kKC. These three cases benefit from including k[us] as a component in M and c
rather than F .
For the L models, we have
M = 1, F = k[us]
∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
(usr)
]
and c = 1. (B1a)
For the Q-k0 models, we have
M = 1, F =
(
1− ∂us
∂r
)(
∂2us
∂r2
+
1
r
∂us
∂r
− us
r2
)
and c = 1− ∂us
∂r
. (B1b)
For the Q-kKC model subjected to Ba[us] = Bb1[us] = 0, we have
M = 1, F = k[us]
(
1− ∂us
∂r
)(
∂2us
∂r2
+
1
r
∂us
∂r
− us
r2
)
and c = 1− ∂us
∂r
. (B1c)
For the Q-kKC model subjected to Ba[us] = Bb2[us] = 0, we have
M =
1
k[us]
, F =
(
1− ∂us
∂r
)(
∂2us
∂r2
+
1
r
∂us
∂r
− us
r2
)
and c =
1− ∂us
∂r
k[us]
. (B1d)
For the N models, we first write the PDE explicitly in terms of us in the following form:
∂us
∂t
=
k[us]
[
1− ln (λrλΓθ )]
λrλθ
∂2us∂r2 +
qλrλθ
k[us]
− T
B
 , (B1ea)
T :=
[
ln
(
λrλ
Γ
θ
)− Γ](1− λθ
λr
)
+ (1− Γ) ln
(
λθ
λr
)
, (B1eb)
B := λrr
[
1− ln (λrλΓθ )] . (B1ec)
For the N-k0 model, we have
M = 1, F =
[
1− ln (λrλΓθ )]
λrλθ
(
∂2us
∂r2
− T
B
)
and c =
1
λrr
, (B1f)
and, finally, for the N-kKC model we have
M =
λrλθ
k[us] [1− ln (λrλΓθ )]
, F =
∂2us
∂r2
− T
B
and c =
λrλθ
k[us]B
. (B1g)
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Appendix C: The evolution of σ′θ(a, t) for a constrained cylinder
In Figure C1, we present the transient evolution of the azimuthal effective stress at the inner
boundary for a constrained cylinder (as Figure 3 of the main text, but for σ′θ rather than us). Note
that σ′θ(a, t) exhibits the same behaviour as us(a, t) for these parameters, in the sense that both are
non-monotonic in time for fixed ∆p for all models, with a maximum at some intermediate time,
and both are monotonic in time for fixed q.
FIG. C1. As Figure 3 of the main text, but for azimuthal effective stress rather than displacement.
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Appendix D: Early-time evolution of us(a, t)
In Figure 7, we show that us(a, t) ∼ (q/a0)t at early times for fixed q. We can derive this result
for the L-k0 model by considering Equation (3.23) at early times. In general, the displacement at
the inner boundary is given by
us(t, a0) =
∞∑
n=1
[
fn
ω2n
(
1− e−ω2nt
)] [
J1(ωna0)− J1(ωn)
Y1(ωn)
Y1(ωna0)
]
. (D1)
For early times, t 1 and therefore
exp(−ω2nt) ∼ 1− ω2nt+O(t2), (D2)
so that
us(t, a0) ∼
∞∑
n=1
t fn
[
J1(ωna0)− J1(ωn)
Y1(ωn)
Y1(ωna0)
]
= t
∞∑
n=1
fnRn(a0) = t
(
q
a0
)
. (D3)
The nonlinear models lead to the same prediction for t  1 and us  1 since they are all
asymptotically equivalent to the fully linear model for small strains. Letting t = T and u = U
for some functions T and U that are strictly order one, Equations (3.1–3.2) subject to Equations
(2.16) and (2.14) reduce at leading order to
∂U
∂T
=
q
r
. (D4)
At r = a = a0 + us(a, t) = a0 + U , Equation (D4) becomes at leading order
∂U
∂T
∣∣∣∣
a
=
q
a0
=⇒ U(a, T ) = T
(
q
a0
)
=⇒ us(a, t) = t
(
q
a0
)
, (D5)
where we have applied the initial condition that us(a, 0) = 0. Hence, the early time behaviour for
all models is well approximated by u(t, a) ∼ (q/a0)t.
Appendix E: Evolution time relative to the L-k0 model
In Figures E1, E2, and E3, we present the characteristic evolution timescale t? as in Figures
5, 8, and 9 of the main text, respectively, but now normalising by the value for the L-k0 model to
highlight the degree to which nonlinearity accelerates or decelerates the evolution relative to the
L-k0 model.
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FIG. E1. As Figure 5 of the main text, but now normalising the evolution timescale by that of the L-k0
model.
FIG. E2. As Figure 8 of the main text, but now normalising the evolution timescale by that of the L-k0
model.
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FIG. E3. As Figure 9 of the main text, but now normalising the evolution timescale by that of the L-k0
model.
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Appendix F: Impact of constraint on a thick-walled cylinder for fixed q
In Figure F1, we show the time evolution of an unconstrained thick-walled cylinder (left col-
umn) and a constrained thick-walled cylinder (right column), both for a0 = 10−4 and driven by
fixed q = 0.25. The evolution in these two cases is very similar, as are the steady states [3].
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FIG. F1. The time evolution of an unconstrained thick-walled cylinder (left column) and a constrained
thick-walled cylinder (right column) for the Q-kKC model. Both cylinders have a0 = 10−4 and are driven
by fixed q = 0.25. We show the solutions at times logarithmically spaced from t = 10−7 (blue) to t = 10
(yellow). For reference, we also show the steady state (black dashed lines). The evolution is qualitatively
very similar, as are the steady states.
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